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IRWA Governance Task Force Minutes      November 28, 2018 
 

by Carrol McCracken 
 

1. Call to Order: Meeting was called to Order at 10:05 a.m., PDT by IGC Vice President, Sharon 
Slauenwhite, presiding.  
 

1. Roll Call: 
 
There was a roll call /introduction of all of the members on the conference call.   They 
included: 

 
Region 1 Representative Ray Mehler, Region 1 Secretary 
Region 2 Representative Kim Heibert, President Chapter 36 
Region 3 Representative Carrol McCracken, Region 3 Secretary/Treasurer 
Region 4 Representative Ross Greene, President Chapter 52 
Region 5 Representative Pat Petitto, Past Int. Pres. & Advisory Council 
Region 6 Representative Matt Harris, Region 6 Secretary/Treasurer 
Region 7 Representative David Whitlock, Chapter 45, PDC Chair 
Region 8 Representative James Hardy, Region 8 Vice Chair 
Region 9 Representative Lee Hamre, Past Int. Pres. & Advisory Council absent, Region 
Chair Fred Easton in as a proxy 
 
International Executive Committee: 
Sharon Slauenwhite, Int. Vice President IEC Liaison/Chair 
Jake Farrell, Int. Treasurer 
Mark Rieck, CEO 
 
Regrets: Region 10 Representative Jenna Wood, Region Chair  

 
2. Agenda: 

The agenda was emailed out to GTF members twice, once in draft form a few days after our last 
call and again earlier this week.  The second email also included Governance Task Force Terms 
of Reference document.  No agenda additions were requested. 
 

3. Communications: 
It was confirmed GTF members received the minutes of the last meeting and those minutes 
were forwarded on to the Region Chairs by Carrol McCracken.   All the members had talked 
with their regions and provided the following feedback about the GTF project: 

 
a. R5 -Pat indicated there are many of her region members with a distrust of past actions 

and they want a new approach.   
b. R9 - Fred mentioned his region wonders why we aren’t starting over as the current 

proposals are a failure.   He feels we should start with a new needs assessment and 
Jake agreed.   Sharon mentioned this could be an option a little later but the GTF 
focus will initially be on the IGC’s initial mandate. 
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c. R3 - Carrol’s region just wants more information in the future. 
d. R7 - David said he feels his region members don’t want action or changes and wonders 

why the current model wasn’t addressed.   Region forums have been reporting back 
their need but lack of being informed.  He said their discussions were lively but 
positive. 

 
 
 
 

e. R6 -Matt Harris asked if we have an agreement and direction on our scope: 
Sharon indicated we would initially review first stages which got us to Edmonton.  We 
need to do some homework first and then see if we have any additional directions from 
the IGC. 

f. R2 - Kim said some of her region members were asking how she was chosen for the task 
force.  

g. R4 - Ross mentioned his region had similar messages as already conveyed by others. 
Varied reactions, positive and negative, to the project. 

h. R1 - Ray advised the level setting approach was a good first step. 
i. R8 - James advised the minutes had been discussed with Region leaders. 
j. There was discussion on how to communicate project progress to the members.  The 

general feeling was that information shouldn’t be hidden, but rather, openly shared. 
k. Mark R. mentioned several other appraisal organizations that are working through 

changes in their governance with mixed results which may be sources for information.  
What he receives from them, along with any other white papers on the subject could 
will be passed along to the members of the group. 
 

4. Project Scope: 
There were questions about the scope and directions from IGC for the Task Force’s work 
and what level we should have for communication.  
The decision was to keep working on review of the history of how we got to this point, 
and then make decisions on actions in consultation with the IGC. 

  
5. Terms of Reference Document: 

Discussion of the draft document included: 
 
The question was asked: Why is a Terms of Reference document needed? It was pointed out 
this would be a guide for our meetings, useful information for proxies, and serves as a 
reminder of our mandate and expectations. 
 
RE: Structure/Membership:  
 It was suggested a Region Vice Chair serve as a proxy for Region Chairs on the GTF. 
 
Re: Expectations of GTF Members: 

R3 -.Carrol questioned the word positively in the third bullet point on Member 
Expectations.   He didn’t want to have this preventing debate or constructive criticism 
where warranted.   The word will be changed to constructively. 
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RE: Sharing Information and Resources:  
R7 David asked if we can move the Task Force webpage to a Public Page versus Private 
on the Member Network and after discussion and a poll, the majority agreed that the 
GTF Member Network Page and library resources will become a public page, accessible 
to all members.  Mark R. will see that the change is made. 

 
  There was a discussion about communicating to membership - Jake F. suggested HQ 

could possibly send out a monthly GTF update from IRWA directly to members in an 
effort to be transparent and to let members know we have started to talk about this 
issue and hold nothing back.  There were comments from a couple members that too 
many emails could be ignored and might cause information overload. 

   
Mark R. said if the group had questions in the future about what people want for 
communication, simple polls may be helpful.  He added it will be key to keep Directors 
informed so they can make future voting decisions. 

   
Sharon S. reiterated the GTF needs to keep sending the meeting minutes out as done 
previously to the Region Chairs but to include Vice Chairs.  The Association’s standard 
communication method dictates the Region Chairs/Vice Chairs should pass the 
information along to Chapter Leadership.  The minutes also need to be sent to leaders 
in our International Chapters that do not have Region representation. 

 
R7- David asked if the initial scope and goals document from Tecker International would 
be available?  Mark R. said he could provide it to the group. 

 
Re: Recommendations and Decision Making: 

The group agreed to use Robert’s Rules of Order to conduct our calls. 
 

Mark R. mentioned the goals and objectives of this group could change with time and 
with our decisions. 

 
Sharon restated the goals mentioned in the Governance Project Overview and Actions 
as of August 15, 2018, document. She said the Task Force should end up providing 
recommendations to the IEC/IGC. 

 
RE: Quorum: 

There was a discussion on a quorum and it was recognized everyone may not be able to 
be on each call.  Anyone not being on a call should provide at least 24 hours’ notice, if 
not 48, and try to get a proxy.  It was also mentioned that not every IEC member would 
be participating on every call.  

 
Sharon will work with Carrol to update the Terms of Reference as discussed and provide the 
revised version for the next meeting. 

        
6. Minutes of October 24th meeting:   

There was a motion and a second for the approval of the minutes from the October 24, 2018, 
meeting.  The motion passed. 
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7. Next Meeting:  
Sharon conducted a poll to see if the group would want to invite Mary Ann Marr as a guest at 
the next call, if available, to provide initial project history.  The group approved that invitation. 

 
The Agenda will also include review/discussion of the GTF goals and include a discussion 
of past documents. 

 
It was agreed that on a go forward basis, calls will be rescheduled to start one hour 
earlier. 

 
Due to the holiday season, the next GTF meeting was moved to Wednesday, December 
19, 2018, 9:00 a.m., PDT.  If anyone needs to use a proxy, please confirm their 
attendance and notify the Chair.  R2 Kim mentioned she may need to find a 
replacement as she has a standing meeting at the new time. 

 
8. The meeting concluded at approximately 11:27 a.m., PDT. 


